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WELCOME TOBUFFALO

LACROSSE

ACADEMY

Go to and let’s talk
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TEAM BUFFALO

Play with the best from WNY & Southern Ontario.



LEARN MORE
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT

Since 2005 the Buffalo Lacrosse Academy has offered the very best in training in WNY.



LEARN MORE
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CLUB HOUSE

Enjoy the camaraderie and don’t ever stop playing the game you love!



LEARN MORE









BLA IN NUMBERS
The BLA organization has grown with Buffalo over the last 2 decades. We strive to take care of our players on and off the field.
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SINCEESTABLISHED

All good things last.  Sort of like us.  Join us by contacting one of our team members today.







012345678900123456789001234567890+

COLLEGELACROSSE PLAYERS

Our Strength is in our numbers.  We are the #1 Lacrosse Organization for Youth Sports in Buffalo, NY!
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SUCCESSCOLLEGE CAPTAINS

Every member of our organization is taken care of, on and off the field to ensure their future collegiate success.
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TRUSTFRIENDS FOR LIFE

We help our players develop valuable skills, on and off the field, and have proven success in taking players to the next level.











BLAOUR PRINCIPLES






Character Development






Passion for the Game






Life-Long Friendships








Grit & Hard Work






Skill Development






College Recruiting
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LEARN MOREABOUT BLA
The Buffalo Lacrosse Academy started in 2005 to bring higher level training, greater college recruiting opportunities, facilitate the growth of the game and promote lacrosse camaraderie in Western New York and Southern Ontario.



The teams train and compete in tournaments in the Spring/Summer and Fall.  The teams also train throughout the winter and receive discounts to additional BLA programs.  We approach each team and age group differently.  Our youngest teams generally attend 1-day tournaments relatively close to home.  As these teams get older we attend more competitive events in Maryland and family ‘laxcation’ style events in Lake Placid and more.  Our high school teams attend highly competitive college recruited events and showcases.  Team Buffalo players will work with our passionate staff who are committed to their development both on and off the field.  Parents have the piece of mind of being apart of a highly structured, well-organized and caring lacrosse experience.



JOIN THE CLUB
LEARN MORE
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PLAYER TESTIMONIALS
Buffalo Lacrosse Academy has been hosting over 12,000 members
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Williamsville East, 2018 Mercyhurst CaptainColin Greenway

The Buffalo Lacrosse Academy has been a huge part of my life ever since it was started. I would not be the type of player and person I am today without it. The BLA coaching staff helped open a lot of doors that allowed me to be able to continue my playing career at the collegiate level. It also gave me the privilege to meet some amazing friends and coaches that I still keep in touch with to this day. I have been blessed to still be a part of this great organization as I continue to help and coach the next generation of Buffalo Lacrosse.
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Hamburg, Canisius College, Minto Cup participant, England National Champion, Police OfficerJon Domres

The BLA gave me the confidence and skills I needed to take my game to NCAA Division 1, Junior A, and Internationally. More importantly, they instilled core values that go beyond lacrosse.
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Orchard Park, Providence CollegeAustin Goltz

The BLA was instrumental to my development as a lacrosse player and it gave me great exposure to elite college lacrosse programs during the recruiting process. My incredible teammates and coaches helped me grow as a person and I’ve made a lot of lifelong friends through the academy. I couldn’t have asked for a better experience.
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West Seneca East, Canisius College Captain, Current Buffalo PDBrendan Barren

The BLA provides athletes across WNY a platform to learn not only how to develop their own skills, but what it takes to play at the next level. The program continues to develop all age groups and maximize the potential of each athlete all while keeping the game fun. I would encourage any athlete who believes they may be able to play lacrosse at the next level to take advantage of the many opportunities the program provides.
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Siena College ’18, Australian National TeamChris Robertson

Buffalo Lacrosse Academy is the reason I was able to play in the NCAA and receive a great education. Choosing to join BLA gave me the opportunity to not only play in front of all of the top NCAA coaches but they also helped me off the field with the recruitment process; something I did not know a whole lot about.





















BLA SPONSORS
Thank you to our sponsors who help us maintain our policy of not turning away any qualified player whose family cannot afford our services.
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Buffalo Lacrosse AcademyCONTACT US






EMAIL
info@buffalolacrosse.com








JOIN US
Serving Buffalo area
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ABOUT  BLA
The mission of Buffalo Lacrosse Academy is to provide the highest quality lacrosse experiences which constantly focus on integrity, friendship and the complete student-athlete.
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